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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE 01? MISSISSIPPI 

KENT HOUF !ELD and 
LAURIE HOLIFIELD 

vs. 

APPELLANTS 

CASE NO. 2015-CA-0129 

RONNY HILL CONSTRUCTION, INC., 
CITY SALVAGE, INC., et al. 

BRIEF OF THE APPgLLANTS 

APPELLEES 

COMES NOW the Appellants, KENT and LAURIE HOL!Fll£LD, by and through 

undersigned counsel, and file this, their Brief, and in support thereof would show unto 

this Honorable Court the following, to-wit: 

STATEMENT OF THg ISSUES 

f\. City Salvage is not entitled to the "innocent seller" provision of the 

Mississippi Product Liability Act (Mississippi Code Ann. § l 1-1-63(h)(2004)). They 

relabeled the salvage drywall in question as "new" drywall, and the builder and 

homeowner provided affidavits saying they would not have used it if they had known it 

was salvage as they were building a new custom home. 

B. City Salvage has failed to meet its burden of making a prima fascia 

showing it is entitled to summary judgment on the Holificlds' fraud and breach of 

warranty claims, and such claims a.re not limited by the provisions of the Mississippi 

Product Liability Act where City Salvage intentionally mislabeled a product as 

expressly stated by the Mississippi Supreme Court. 
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C. The Holifields' claim for violation of the Deceptive Trade Practices Act is 

supported by the evidence in that City Salvage relabeled salvage goods as new in 

violation of the UCC law and other laws, including, but not limited to, Miss. Code Ann. 

§75-24-5 and §97-31-1, and as such, it is not protected under the innocent seller 

provisions of the Mississippi Product Liability Act. 

D. The Holifields are entitled to relief under Rule 56(D of the Mississippi 

Rules of Civil Procedure as discovery in this matter is not complete, ,md no 

depositions have been taken. 

STATEMENT OF TIU~ CASE 

On or about Aug1.1st of 2008, Kent and Laurie Holifield contracted Ronny Hill 

Construction to build a high encl custom family home in Laurel, Jones County, MS. 

The cost of the home was approximately $300,000.00. On or about January 15, 2009, 

the home was completed. The Chinese drywall in question was delivered to the site in 

the Fall of 2008. In around October 2011, the Holifielcls discovered their home was 

full of toxic Chinese-manufactured drywall. The Holifields allege damages as a result 

of the presence of the allegedly defective Chinese drywall. 

City Salvage is a company located in Laurel, Mississippi. At all times relevant, 

City Salvage was a seller and distributer of building materials for use in residential 

and commercial construction. They sold the defective Chinese wallboard to the 

Defendant builder, Ronny Hill, who, along with his subcontractors, built the Holifields' 

home. City Salvage purchased the defective drywall used in this home from Defendant, 

Gulf Coast Shelter, Inc., between 2006 and 2008. 

Gulf Coast Shelter purchased the drywall m question from Pate Stevedore 

Company, cl/b/a Pensacola Stevedore. The drywall came from China on the M/V 
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Sanko Rally which encountered severe weather on the way to America and was heavily 

damaged. As a result, the cargo was all designated as salvage and no longer saleable 

as new. It was purchased by Fireman's Fund Insurance, and then sold to Pate 

Stevedore for about a dollar a sheet as "salvage". 

Mr. Holifield purchased a new house which was covered by the New Home 

Warranty Act and expected materials used in constructing the house to be new. What 

he received instead was "salvaged" toxic Chinese drywall. The contractor, Ronny Hill, 

was never given any authority to purchase anything but new building materials, that 

much of the drywall that City Salvage purchased was not new lmt damaged. (RE 121-

162, 210-246) Mr. Holifield produced an affidavit that if he had known the drywall 

used in his new house was salvaged, he would not have accepted the drywall or would 

have repudiated the relationship with Ronny Hill Construction (the Contractor), 

regardless of the fact that it was Chinese drywall. (RE 207-209) Kent Holifield also 

slated in his affidavit that he thought the drywall was new drywall. Mr. Holifield and 

the Contractor, Ronny Hill Construction, Inc., believed they purchased drywall in 

accordance with Standards established by the American Society for Testing and 

Materials (ASTM), including, but not limited lo, Standards 1396, 1264 and 36. 

At the time City Salvage sold the drywall to Ronny Hill Construction, Inc. the 

drywall was not in the new condition one expects to purchase at a supply chain such 

as Home Depot or Lowe's. City Salvage knew, nonetheless, its customers rely on it to 

provide products which meet or exceed specifications and quality standards to be used 

and sold in the United States and knew from the invoices from Gulf Coast Shelter that 

the drywall was salvage or "B" grade and not new quality drywall. 

City Salvage failed to prepare or author any written disclaimer of actual and/ or 

implied warranties of condition, merchantability or fitness of the drywall. It failed to 
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prepare or author any document indicating the drywall was sold "as is," salvaged or 

defective as required by law. Neither Mr. Holifield nor the Contractor received any 

,vritte11 clisclc:lin1er of ,varra11tics or la1e,v the clr:/\Vall ,vas Cl1i11esc or '1salvagecl" as 

required by law. 

Approximately fifty-five percent (55%) of the shipment of 485,044 sheets of 

Chinese drywall was damaged in transit as a result of rough seas. (Deposition of 

Colleen Fitzgerald) (RE 472-473) 

Colleen Fitzgerald was tendered by Fireman's Fund Insurance Company as its 

30(b)(6) representative. (Deposition of Colleen Fitzgerald) (RlO: 451) 

Firem,m's Fund Insurance Company and Devon agreed that fifty-five percent 

(55%) of the cargo was damaged and would be the subject of the insurance claim filed 

by Devon with Fireman's Fund Insurance (Deposition of Fitagcrnld, pages 44-45, 60-

62) (RE 459-460, 463-464) 

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company instructed its retained surveyor, Ken 

Atkinson, to segregate the damaged cargo from the good cargo m an attempt to 

mitigate the loss. (Deposition of Colleen Fitzgerald, pages 36-311) (RE 457-458) 

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company would not release the cargo for sale by 

Devon until all cargo was offloaded and segregated into two warehouses as "sellable" 

and "nonsellable." (Deposition of Bob Scharf, page 228) (RE 382) 

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company's surveyor determined that approximately 

3,600 bundles were damaged and approximately 3,373 bundles were declared 

salvageable. (Deposition of Scharf, page 229) (RC 383) 

The 3,622 bundles that were declared damaged by Devon and Fireman's Fund 

Insurance Company were purchased by Pensacola Stevedore. (Deposition of Scharf, 
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page 231) (RE 384) 

Devon attempted to sell approximately 3 ,373 bundles that were declared 

salvageable after they were released by Fireman's Fund Insurance Company 

(Deposition of Scharf, pages 232-233) (RE 384) 

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company retained SalvageSale Services, Inc. 

to sell the damaged drywall. (Deposition of Scharf, pages 233-234) (RE 384) 

SalvageSale Services, Inc. (hereinafter "SalvageSale") is an online market place 

that rnmkets salvaged goods to increase the return on the sale of the salvaged goods. 

(Deposition of Chad Farrell, pages 11-13) (RE S 17) Chad Farrell was the Vice 

President of Sales Operations for SalvageSale in 2006 at the time the dmnaged drywall 

was sold to Mike Pate, Pate and/ or Pensacola Stevedore Company. (Deposition of 

Farrell, pages 11-12) (RE 517) 

Prior to Devon rejecting the drywall that was declared dmnaged or not sellable 

at retail, the salvage company hired by Fireman's Fund Insurance Company was 

marketing the drywall for $2.00 to $3.00 a board on the internet. (Deposition of 

Scharf, pages 383-384,387-388) (RE 421-423) 

Bob Scharf, the President of Devon understood that Fireman's Fund 

Insurance Company owned the chywall cargo until the forty-five percent that 

was declared good or undamaged was released to Devon to sell and the fifty-five 

percent that was declared damaged was sold to Pensacola Stcl'cdore Compcmy. 

(Id.) (Deposition of Fitzgerald, pages 53-54,61-62) (RE 462-464) 

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company approved of the bid made by Pensacola 

Stevedore to purchase the drywall for $40 ,000 .00. (Deposition of Farrell, page 50) (RE 

527) 
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Firem,m's Fund Insurance Company deducted $36,000 from the mnount paid 

to Devon under the terms of the insurm1ce policy which represented the amount of 

return from the sale of the damaged drywall. (Deposition of Fitzgerald, pages 154-155) 

RE 487) The greater the return on the sale of the damaged drywall, the less money 

Fireman's Fund had to pay Devon on the claim. (Deposition of Fitzgerald, page 84) (RE 

469) 

Pensacola Stevedore purchased the damaged salvage drywall from Fireman's 

Fund Insurance Company. 

Pensacola Stevedore did not receive m1y written disclaimer of warranties from 

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company. (Deposition of Pate, Vol. 2, pages 163-164) (RE 

631) 

Pensacola Stevedore off1oadecl all drywall from the Sanko Rally and segregated 

it into warehouses as "good" m1cl "clmnagcd" drywall. The "good" drywall was retained 

and sold by Devon. The drywall designated as "damaged" was purchased by Pensacola 

Stevedore. (Deposition of Mike Page, pages 43-43) (RE 555) 

The drywall that Pensacola Stevedore sold to its customers cmne out of the 

damaged stack of drywall and the drywall retained by Devon and sold to its customers 

came out of the good stack of salvage drywall. (Deposition of Page, page 88) (RE 566) 

The drywall was sold by Pensacola Stevedore for such a cheap price because it 

was damaged to the point of decreasing its value. (Deposition of Page, pages 212-213) 

(RE 642-643) 

The drywall sold by Pensacola Stevedore was not in the condition of brand new 

drywall that one would expect to purchase at Home Depot. (Deposition of Page, pages 

185 and 213) (RE 642-643) 

Therefore, the facts clearly m1cl unequivocally show that the drywall sold in Mr. 
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Holifields' name was defective salvage drywall that was sold as new. This would negate 

City Salvage from claiming status as an innocent seller since they clearly materially 

altered the product by relabeling it as "new"; hence, committing a violation of UCC and 

Mississippi law and outright fraud. 

PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

This case was originally part of the Kenneth Wiltz, et al. vs. Taishcm et al. 

national class action at one time as admitted by Appellec m their Response to 

Plaintiffs' Interrogatory No. 2. This was until September 19, 2012, when the Holifields 

opted out of the national class action distributor settlement. Then on March 12, 2013, 

the Holifields filed their Complaint in the Circuit Court of Jones County, Mississippi. 

The Holifields' Complaint names City Salvage, Ronny Hill Construction, Inc., and All 

Unknown Fictitious Producer Defendants, Distributor Defendants, Alter Ego 

Defendants, and Fictitious Defendants I through 150 to be identified through 

discovery and named by an1endment or substitution of party as Defendants to this 

action. 

The Holifields' Complaint contains allegations about the "unreasonably 

dangerous nature of the Chinese drywall," ;md "fraud in misrepresenting and 

concealing the unreasonably dangerous nature of the Chinese cltywall." (See 

Complaint at 102-07.) The Complaint alleges that City Salvage ''cmd other distributor 

Defendants sold and distributed the products designed, manufactured, and marketed 

by other companies, including their co-defendants .... with lmowlcdge that the 

drywall was improper for use in the home in question." The Complaint alleges 

negligence, a claim under the Mississippi Product Liability /\cl, breach-of-contract, 

breach of written warranty, implied warrB11ty, New Home Warranty Act, Deceptive 
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Trade Practices, and other claims flowing from the breach of the contract for 

construction and sale of lhe home. 

On ,June 17, 2013, City Salvage filed its Answer cmcl Defenses to Plaintiffs' 

Complaint and Third-Party Complrunt, and therein rrusecl mw and all defenses 

avrulable pursum1t to Mississippi Code Annotated Section 11-1-63, et seq. MISS. 

CODE ANN.§ 11-1-63, et seq. (2014). City Salvage's Third-Pmty Complrunt names 

Gulf Coast Shelter, Inc. as a Thircl-Pm·ty Defendant and alleges that Gulf Coast Shelter 

is liable to City Salvage because Gulf Coast Shelter sold and distributed the allegedly 

defective Chinese drywall that was installed in the Holifielcls' home to City Salvage. It 

further alleges that if the Chinese drywall is found to be defective, Gulf Coast Shelter 

knew or should have known of the alleged defective nature when it sold the product to 

City Salvage. Finally, it alleges that Gulf Coast Shelter is liable under breach-of

contract and for breach of any 811d all express wmranties and implied warranties of 

fitness and merchantability 811d should indemnify City Salvage. The Holifielcls filed a 

substitution of parties replacing Distributor John Doe 1 with Gulf Coast Shelter, and 

an Order for Substitution was entered on or about August 27, 2015. Litigation is 

ongoing 811d formal discovery almost complete, but no trial elate has been set or any 

depositions taken at this time. 

On or about April 22, 2015, City Salvage filed a l\fotion for Summmy Judgment 

based upon the Mississippi Products Liability Act, § 11-1-63, a/k/ a the innocent seller 

provision. The 1-Iolifielcls opposed this Motion S11cl believe the Appellee committed 

fraud by selling salvage drywall as new and, therefore, do not qualify as innocent 

sellers under the Act. In the alternative, the Holifields plead that Defendant's Motion is 

premature and plead Rule 56(D to take depositions of the parties to establish who 
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knew what and when they !mew about the defective nature of the drywall in question. 

City Salvage provided an affidavit saying they didn't know about the defective drywall 

until after it was sold to the Holifields in late 2010. However, in discovery Gulf Shelter 

Insurance produced its distribution profile in MDL 204 7 which showed that it tested 

drywall at City Salvage on or about June 2, 2009. Within six (6) months of the 

Holfields' home being finsihed, clearly City Salvage would have known of the problems 

before this; yet they have yet to identify when they actually learned of the problems. 

We only have a self-serving affidavit saying it was simply after I he Holifield sale, even 

though they admit in other Discovery that they axe not even sure about that. 

Obviously, they made no effort to warn any of the families in Mississippi that were 

exposed to a dangerous product, leaving them to suffer for years. 

ARGUMENT & AUTHORITY 

Standard of Review 

fvlc,ssey u. Tingle, 867 So.2nd 235 (Miss. 2004). This Court's standard of review 

regarding motions for summary judgment is well established. We review summary 

judgments de novo. Hardy u. Broclc, 826 So.2d 71, 74 (Miss.2002) (citing Heirs anc/ 

Wrongful Death Beneficiaries of Branning ex rel. Tucker u. Hinds Cmty. Coll. Dist.,743 

So.2d 311, 314 (Miss.1999). The facts are viewed in light most favorable to the 

nonmoving party. ]cl. (citing Robinson u. Singing River Hosp. Sys., 73'2 So.2d 204, 207 

(Miss.1999). The existence of a genuine issue of material fact will preclude summary 

judgment. Jc/. The non-moving party may not rest upon allegations or denials in the 

pleadings but must set forth specific facts showing that there are genuine issues for 

trial. lei. (citing Richmond u. Benchmark Constr. Cmp., 692 So.2d 60, 61 (Miss.1997). 

The party moving for summary judgment bears the burden of establishing that 

there is no genuine issue of material fact on a motion for summary judgment. Brown 
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v. Cree/it Center, Inc., 444 So.2d 358 (Miss. 1983). The motion should be denied only if 

the party opposing the motion has "no colorable basis for a claim of interest" Harrison 

County v. City of Gulfport, 57 So.2d 780 (Miss. 1990). This is a fact-based question and 

should properly be submitted to the Court in the context of a trial, where the parties 

will have the opportunity to develop the facts and circumstances surrounding the 

operations and the foreign object in issue. 

Summary judgment should generally be denied where the record is incomplete 

with regard to a material fact. Prescott u. Leaf River Forest Products, Inc., 740 So.2d 

301 (Miss.1999). The Mississippi Supreme Court has further stated that summary 

judgments, whether granted as to all or in part, should be granted with great caution, 

Womble v. Singing River, 618 So. 1251 (Miss. 1993). As the Mississippi Supreme 

Court explained, "If there be any error at the trial level, il should be in denying 

Motions for Summary Judgment in favor of a full live trial," Bruwn v. Credit Center, 

444 So.2d 358, 362, 363 (Miss. 1983), (Citing Moore's Federal Practice, Sec. 5615, p. 

56-435 (1992). 

Summary Judgment, pursuant to Rule 56 of the Mississippi Rules of Civil 

Procedure, is appropriate when, as here, the pleadings, depositions, answers to 

interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if ~my, show that 

there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled 

to a judgment as a matter of law. FRCP 56(c). Rule 56 further imposes a burden on 

the party opposing the motion for summary judgment: 

When a motion for summary judgment is made and 
supported as provided in this rule, an adverse party may 
not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of the adverse 
party's pleading, but the adverse party's response, by 
affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule must set 
forth specific facts showing that th,cre is genuine issue for 
trial. 
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FRCP 56(e) 

Summary judgment 1s mandated where the plaintiff has failed to "make a 

showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's 

case, and on which that party will bear the burden of proof at trial." Ce/otox Co,p. v. 

Caltrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322, 106 S.Ct 2548, 2552, 91 L.Ed.2d 265 (1986). The movant 

has the burden of persuading this Court that ( 1) no genuine issue of material facts 

exists, and (2) that on the basis of the facts established, the moving party is enti(]ed to 

summary judgment as a matter of law. FRCP 5(i(c). The no11·movant must then 

rebut, and, if he is to survive summary judgment, he must produce specific facts 

showing that there is a genuine material issue for trial. FRCP 56(e); F1iencls of the 

Eorth, Inc. v. Lc,idlow Entertoinment Services (TOX.}, Inc., 528 U.S. 167, 198, 120 S.Ct. 

693, 713 (2000). The purpose of summary judgment is to dispose of nonmeritorious 

cla.i1ns. 

Product Liability Clairns 

Only Innocent Sellers Can Use The Innocent Seller Provision 

As slated by Defendant City Salvage the intent of the innocent seller provision 

of the Mississippi Product Liability Act is lo immunize "innocent sellers" who are not 

actively negligent, but instead are mere conduits of a product. The Act as amended in 

2014 states that a seller of a product may not be held liable in any action based upon 

a theory of strict liability in tort, negligence or breach of implied warranty unless it: 

a. Exercised substantial control over that aspect of the design, testing, 

manufacture, packaging or labeling of the product that caused the 

harm from which recovery of damages is sought; or 
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b. Altered or modified the product and the alteration or modification was 

a substantial factor in ca.using the harm for which the recovery or 

clan1ages is sol1gl1t; or 

c. Had actual or constructive knowledge of the defective condition of the 

product at the time he supplied the product.' 

The Appellants, Kent and Laurie Holifield, submit that the selling of the salvage 

and/ or damage product as new was ,m exercise of "control over the labeling" of the 

product by City Salvage and was an "alteration or modification" of the product that 

contributed lo the ha.rm. Clearly, the Holifield,; would nol have allowed "salvage" 

drywall in their home if they had known of its history as shown by the Affidavit of Kent 

Holifield. (RE 207 -209) But for the fact that City Salvage misrepresented the 

condition of the drywall, it would not have been purchased and no harm would have 

occurred. Additionally, the l-lolfields would submit that the fact that there were other 

homes and a church in the area that also received this defective drywall clearly 

indicates that there is a significant possibility that the Defendant had actual and/or at 

least constructive knowledge of the problems associated with this drywall. 

Furthermore, there was significm1t national media and press upon the problems 

associated with the Chinese drywall in late 2008 when it was used in the Holifield 

family's home. The I-lolificlds submit that they should have m1 opportunity to conduct 

further discovery and talce depositions of the Defendant builder and suppliers to 

determine who knew what m1d when as provided by Rule 56(t). Furthermore, 

discovery shows that Chinese drywall was already tested at their facility mid was 

1 
'I'he insta11t case \Vas filed in 2013, and controlling l'vlississippi la\v at the tin1e 

\Vas that the innoce11t seller provision did11't apply to i1nplied \Varranty clain1s. See 
McKee 11. Bower Windows & Door Co., Inc. 64 So.3d 9 26 (Miss. 2011). Due to the fact 
that this case ,vas pendi11g ,vl1en the statute ,vas changed, it is the Appellants' 
co11tentio11 that the 11e,v provisions don't apply· to this 1natter. 
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found to be defective 111 June 2009, less than six (6) months after the Holifields 

purchased their home. 

Therefore, City Salvage has not shown that it is entitled to be classified as an 

innocent seller as provided by the Mississippi Product Liability Act. Defendant's own 

documents clearly and unequivocally show that there is a significant possibility that 

damaged drywall was sold to Hill construction for use in the Holifields' new home. The 

invoices produced by the Appellee clemly state "damaged sheetrock", class "B'' 

sheetrock, "damaged-as is" etc. However, the invoices that have been produced of the 

products sold to Hill construction clearly clo not indicate that the product was 

damaged or "as is," but the invoices of the product sold to City Salvage from Gulf 

Coast Shelter clearly are marked as damaged a,1d salvage. They clearly committed 

fraud or negligently and/ or intentionally misrepresented the status of the drywall as 

new. Furthermore, the Holifields were purchasing a custom, exclusive, high-end home, 

and al no time did they ever authorize anyone lo place ,mything that was not top rate 

and new. The only question that remains of th,s particular topic is who was a.ware 

that the damaged drywall had been reclassified as new or was being sold to the 

Holifields as new. 

Additionally, as provided by the lengthy history of the San/co Rally, it is 

undisputed that the Chinese drywall in question was salvaged from the wreck of the 

ship, and that none of it should have ever been classified as new. 

This is the same situation that occurs when you purchase something from 

Hudson's Salvage. Although the items may only have some partial smoke damage or 

no appment damage at all, you a.re fully aware \\"hen you purchase these items that 

they have been salvaged. Hence, in exchange for the risk in purchasing these items 

m1d them not meeting your expectations or being eligible for ccrtaiu warranties, you 
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receive a discount. Hudson's, makes money by buying these items in bulk at a higher 

discount and attempting to brokerage the items out to the general public. This 

arrangement is legal and fine as all parties arc aware of the situation. However, if you 

were to go to Walmart and buy some of these i tt:rns and only discover later that they 

were in fact salvaged when you were unable to get out a smoke· scent or experience 

other problems relating to the salvaging event, you would naturally be extremely upset 

and be entitled to compensation through our system of laws. 

That is the situation in this case. Nol only is the drywall in question defective 

becat1se it e1nits corrosive sl1lf11ric con11)ol111d0, as jndicated b~/ Cit)' Salvage's O\Vt1 

testing results and the multiple failures in this horn,,, but it is defective because it was 

fraudulently mislabeled as new class "A" drywall suitable for installation in a upscale 

custom built home when it was in fact salvage, class "13". We know from the limited 

Discovery so far it \Vas sold to City Salvage as "clrirn:1gccl'J, "salvage", Class "B)J clr)'\vall. 

The documents produced so far, especially when viewed in a light most favorable to 

the non-movant, clearly seem to indicate that the party responsible for this dastardly 

deed is the same party seeking to use the innocent seller provision of the Mississippi 

Product Liability Act-City Salvage. Essentially, since it is impossible to commit 

"fra11cl" and be "i1111ocent" at tl1e same ti1ne for tl1e sa1ne trar1saction, City Salvage's 

Motion for Summary Judgment should have bcc11 cl8niccl. Hence, when examining the 

evidence in the light most favorable to the non-rnovant, that City Salvages' Motion for 

Summary Judgment should have been denied. 

We Don't Yet Know When They Knew 'l'hc Product Wau Dangerous 

The essential issue that the lower court attempted to address was whether City 

Salvage's mislabeling of the damaged salvage drywall as "new" disallows them to use 
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the innocent seller prov1s10n of the Mississippi Product Liability Act, § 11-1-63 (h). 

The Act clearly states that: 

A seller of a product other than the manufacturer 
shall not be liable unless the seller exercised 
substantial control over that aspect of the design, 
testing, manufacture, packaging or labeling of the 
product that caused the harm for which recovery of 
damages is sought; or the seller altered or modified 
the product, and the alteration or modification was a 
substantial factor in causing the harm for which the 
recovery of damages is sought; or the seller had 
c1ct11al or co11strt1ctive 1<110,vleclge of tl1e defective 
condition of the product at the time he supplied the 
product. 

In the instant case, the seller has provided an affidavit indicating that it was 

not aware of the defective condition of the product at the time i, sold the product to 

the Holifields' builder, Ronny Hill Construction. The Holifielcls' counsel candidly 

admitted to the trial court that he had no information in his possession al that time to 

indicate that City Salvage had knowledge of the defective nature of the product at the 

time it began purchasing the Chinese drywall because such information was not 

readily available. However, the Holifields requested a 56(1) motion for additional time to 

conduct discovery against both City Salvage and the distributor. Oulf Coast Shelter, to 

determine what they actually knew at the time of the sale of the product to the 

Holficlcls, as well as information concerning who was actively involved in the 

mislabeling of the salvage drywall as new. 

This becomes even more critical when it can be determined that neither City 

Salvage or Gulf Coast Shelter have ever stated anything indicating when they first 

learned of the problems associated with Chinese d1ywall, but Gulf Coast Shelter has 

produced in discovery results of Chinese drywall that tested positive for being 

defective, reactive drywall at City Salvage in June 2009, less than six months after the 

Holifielcls purchased the home in question. Hence, it is clearly readily apparent that 
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City Salvage had knowledge that the drywall in question was 1,roblematic Chinese 

drywall in June 2009. Obviously, they failed to tell the Holifielcls or m1y of the pm·ties 

involved in this trm1saction that they were potentially exposed to the chemical off 

gassing problems associated with Chinese drywall which resulled in the Hollifield 

fmnily being exposed to the toxic fumes for over a ycm. 

Does The Fraud Have To Be The Cause Of The Defect? 

The other issue is whether it is necessary that the fraudulent act of selling a 

salvage dmnaged product as new disqualifies someone from being an innocent seller. 

Clem·ly, you cm1't be m1 innocent seller m1d commit fraud at the same time. The 

problem the trial court had with the situation is the actual 'mislabeling" of the 

salvaged product as new, although it was clearly a proximate contributing factor in the 

drywall being purchased as indicated by the affidavits of both Mr. Holifield and the 

builder, Ronny Hill Construction. (RE 207-209, 728-'729) Hence, the trial court 

reluctm1tly granted City Salvage's Motion for Summary Judgment. As evidenced by the 

following statement: 

The Court: All right. While the court is certainly 
sympathetic to Mr. and Mrs. Holifield, I'm obligated to apply 
the law as I understand it. And l have revie\\'cci these 
invoices which reflect that some of the sheet rock 1 hat was 
sold to City Salvage by Gulf Coast Shelter Inc. is noted as 
damaged .... But as the Court understands the defect that is 
complained of in this litigation has nothing to do with the 
fact that the sheet rock or portion of it got wet and had to 
be rctaped or trimmed, that the defects had to do with the 
emission of sulfuric gases and the corrosive effects that that 
causes within a home. I have not liearcl m1ything today to 
indicate that City Salvage had actual or cons1 ructive 
knowledge of that defect, although it appears that !Ley hacl 
at least constructive knowledge that a portion of the sheet 
rock that City Salvage bought from Gulf Coast Shelter had 
received some damage from moisture. 

But the court has to apply the law as the Legislature has 
written it. And reviewing the innocent seller prm·ision, it 
appears to me that unless the Court can find that 1 here is 
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evidence that City Salvage had actual or constructive 
knowledge of the defective condition of this product, then 
City Salvage is entitled to summary judgment .... 

And I think that's what I'm required to do under the law. 
Again, I sympathize with the consumers and 1 don't 
necessarily agree with the law in this instance. 

(Hearing transcript page 30 to 31) 

Hence, this matter is presented to this Honorable Court as a c/e novo issue of 

the law is whether in the interpretation of the language of [jl 1-1- 63 (h) stating, 

"Labeling of the product that caused the harm for which the recovery of damages is 

sought" solely and specifically means the actual product defect or docs it also mean a 

cause-and-effect relationship. The Holifielcls have indicated in this matter when they 

clearly would not have purchased the drywall had they known it was damaged salvage 

drywall. No builder would use salvage drywall and a $:300,000.00 new home 

constructed in Mississippi, as they would clearly be assuming the liability under the 

Mississippi New Home Warranty Act. Furthermore, in this particular house the 

contract specifically called for the use of only new building materials, so the purchase 

of this type of drywall was specifically disallowed by the contract relationship of the 

builder and the homeowner. 

One of the problems inherent in buying salvage merchandise is it's generally 

not of the same quality as new merchandise. This is why you typically get a discount, 

but none was asked for or given in this case. Hence, City Salvage was able to purchase 

this product at a substantial discount as a "salvage" product and then sell it as new 

for a significant markup. This is clearly nol only unethical, but illegal and fraudulent 

pursuant lo the Mississippi Deceptive Trade Practices Act, Miss. Code Ann. §97-31-1, 

el seq. Ancl the Mississippi Consumer Protection Act, Miss. Code Ann. §75-24-1, et 

seq. The Mississippi Consumer Protection Act specifically says it is unlawful to 
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represent that goods as original or new if they me reconditioned, reclaimed used or 

secondhand. Miss. Cocle Ann. §75-24-5(1). Hence, the J-lolificlds submit that if 

looking at the terminology of the Act broadly, one could clearly slate that the 

mislabeling of the product caused the harm for which the recovery of damages is 

SOllgl1 t. 

Obviously, the Hollifields did not know that the drywall in question was the 

extremely hazardous and dangerous and subsequently recalled Chinese drywall, but it 

would not have mattered as they specifically contracted for only new drywall to be 

placed in the home. As almost all Chinese drywall was effectively out of the market in 

2009 and not available in Mississippi, they would have avoided this purchase if they 

would have simply known that it was salvage materials. Therefore, but for the 

misrepresentation on the labels, the Hollifields would not have purchased the drywall, 

and it would not have been installed in their home and they would not be having the 

problems that they a.re having today. 

Additionally, the Act goes on to say that if the seller "alters or modifies" a 

product, and the altaration or modification was a substantial factor in causing the 

harm for which the recovery is sought, they a.re again prohibited from using the 

innocent seller provision of the Mississippi Product Liability Act. Clearly the factual 

situation that exists in this matter shows that the product was "altered" by City 

Salvage as the invoices from both Pate Stevedore and Gulf Coast Sheller Shelter 

clearly show that the product is marked class "B", damaged, or salvage. However, City 

Salvage proceeded to sell this damaged salvage product as new in violation of the law, 

to the detriment of the Holifields. Clearly, this misrepresentation of the product was 

m1 "alteration or modification", m1cl as explained above, a subst,mtial factor in causing 

the harm for which recovery of damages is sought. When someone arguably commits 
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"fraud", they should not be allowed to then seek the protection of the law and the 

i1111oce11t seller 1)rovisio11. 

Clearly the exact reason that these products were magically changed from 

damaged salvage to new has not yet been determined as clepo,;itions have not been 

taken to date. However, it seems extremely unlikely that the legislature intended or 

would allow sellers that either intentionally or negligently mislabel salvage damaged 

product as new, to be allowed to use the "innocent seller" provisions of the Product 

Liability Act. For the foregoing reasons, the trial court's judgment should be reversed 

and this matter remanded to allow the Holifields to proceed with adequate and 

appropriate discovery to determine why 1 he product was clrnnged from damaged 

salvage status to new, and when City Salvage had actual knowledge of the problems 

associated with the Chinese drywall they were selling. 

The facts clearly show there are genuine issues of material fact that are left 

unresolved in this matter as indicated by Judge Williamson in the following exchange 

during the hearing on this matter: 

The Court: Well, Mr. Taylor. this looks like a little bit of a 
problem to me that it has on the invoice that this shcctrock 
is damaged that was sold from Gulf Coast Shelter to City 
Salvage. Tl1cse i11voices, i11voice after i11,,r)ice, describe tl1e 
sheet rock as damaged. 

Mr. Taylor: Your Honor-

The Court: That presents a problem for your motion I think. 

Mr Taylor: Well - - and it's not in the record, so I'm not 
even going to - - it will be our contention that damaged 
sheetrock was not sold to Ronny Hill Construction. But 
that will probably be a factual dispute. (Emphasis added.) 

Mr. Taylor: New Chinese drywall causes the same health 
concerns and corrosion problems as damaged. This was 
just drywall that was damaged in the transportation. The 
ends got bent. It has nothing to do with Plaintiffs' damage 
claims. And the products - -
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The Court: Aren't we getting into a factual issue for the jury 
there? 

Mr. Taylor: I don't think so Your Honor .... The Product 
Liability Act doesn't distinguish between salvage products 
and non-salvage products. 

The Court: But it would probably distinguish between 
damaged and non-damaged though. 

Mr. Taylor: I mean, I think you can buy a damaged cm from 
a dealership that got damaged in transit coming from 
Detroit to the Miss Gulf Coast and ... 

The Court: And if the seller had actual knowledge that it got 
damaged and they sell it, they do not get the innocent seller 
provisions of the Product Liability Act. 

Mr. Taylor: If it's - - one, we didn't, you know, sell it to the 
Plaintiffs. I mean, that gets in the whole privily of contract 
issue. But in this case the damages has nothing to do with 
the quality of the sheetrock. 1 

(Transcript of hearing on IViotion for Summary 
Judgment) 

The Holifields clearly alleged fraud in their Complaint, and it argueably 

happened in this case. So in sum, what this Court has to decide is whether it is so 

important to protect sellers from any potential litigation in Mississippi that it is willing 

to allow them to commit actual fraud ru1d still fall under the safe harbor of the 

innocent seller provision of the Mississippi Product Liability Act. Or stated otherwise, 

do sellers and compa:mes have to actually be innocent to claim the prov1s10ns of the 

innocent seller provisions of the Mississippi Product Liability Act, and does it 

completely and wholly absolve any and all other forms of action, even fraud. 

2 rl'he privity of co11tract issue has alrecidy been addressed by the l---lon. Judge 
Fallon in MDL 204 7 with these exact parties, and is, therefore, res juclicata, and the 
Appellee is precluded fro1n raisi11g it again in anotl1er for1n after losi11g it it1 the MDL as 
pointed out and The Holifields' Response to Appellee's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
(RE 697-724) 
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The Holifields submit this is clearly not the intent of the legislature, is not good 

public policy, not in the best interest of lhe public, state, or the administration of 

justice. Therefore, it clearly cannot, should not and is not the law State of Mississippi. 

The Holifields' Warranties and Claims for Violation of the 
Deceptive Trade Practices Act Are Not Encumbered by the 

Mississippi Product Liability Act 

The record clearly supports the fact that City Salvage sold salvaged goods that 

were damaged or altered to the point of decreasing their value for full price as new. It 

is undisputed that City Salvage or someone along the line sold the salvaged drywall as 

new goods for full price without disclosing lhe fact that the drywall lrnd been salvaged 

and reclaimed from a Pate Stevedore dock in the Porl of Pensacola. Who made the 

modifications that allowed this product to be sold as new when it was in fact salvage is 

a genuine issue of material fact that is Jell to be fully discovered in this matter, but it 

appears at this time that City Salvage is the culprit. 

i\s indicated previously, the 2014 ch,mges to the Miss. Product Liability Act, 

including the provision specifically stating that it is not limited lo "any action based 

upon a theory of strict liability in tort, negligence or breach of implied wmranty, except 

for commercial product damaged," the product itself is nol applicable in this matter as 

it was filed in 2013 and already pending at the time of the changes. The Bill itself 

specifically states they are to talce effect rn being "in force from and after July 1, 

2014". (HB 680 Chapter 383.) 

i\s a matter of fact, this exact issue was recently examined and discussed by U. 

S. District Court Judge Bramlette in a recent Order in another home building product 

liability case. Bowen vs America Home Place, 5:14-cv-117-DCB-MTP., July 291h 2015. 

In the Bowen case, one of the defendants; was seeking to use the newly enacted 2014 

provisions of Miss Code Ann. §11-1-63 in an EIFS liability case lo exclude a negligence 
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claim. The case was filed after 2014 change, but the cause of action occurred in 2013. 

In declining to apply the 2014 provisions .Judge Bramlette stated: 

The Supreme Court has never clearly indicated whether 
negligent claims are abrogated by the MPLA and as recently 
as 2012 declined to decide the issue .... The court notes that 
the Supreme Court of Mississippi is unlikely to ever resolve 
this question because the MPLA was amended in 2014, as a 
court is already noted above .... But this cause of action 
accrued before the amendment to the effect. "The current 
version of the MPLA went into "force from after ,July 1, 
2014" (Sec 2014 Miss. Law WL No. 48 H.B. 680) if the 
statute is to apply effective from and after passage it is not 
to apply to causes of action that have accrued prior to the 
passage of the statute. 1\'e-Reace Hollingsworth, ex rel. 
McDonalci vs City of Laurel, i,08 So2d 950, 954 (Miss 2002). 

As this case was filed prior to t!ic enactment of the 20 14 revisions to the 

Mississippi Product Liability Act, those provisions are not applicable to this matter. 

Hence, we must look at the law before these amendments. 

Counsel opposite pointed out nll!nerous advantageous U. S. District Court 

decisions that made one guess to detenrnnc whether the Mississippi Product Liability 

Act preempted other causes of action. l·lowever, he failed to bring to the trial court's 

attention the Mississippi Supreme Court cases that clearly said warranty claims were 

not encompassed by the Miss. Product Liability Act. As this Honorable Court is aware, 

U. S. District Court cases may be persuasive, but Mississippi Supreme Court 

decisions are binding upon all lower Mississippi courts. The Mississippi Supreme 

Court stated as recently as 2011 that: 

The Mississippi Product Liability Act does not abrogate a 
statutory cause of action for breach of implied warranty as 
claims. Bennett versus Maclalcasira, 821 So2cl 794, 800 
(Miss 2002) (Citing Miss. Code i\nn. §11-1-63 (Rev. 2002), 
§75-2-715 (Rev 2002) 

.... More ever, the implied warranties of merchantability or 
an ordinary purpose "or fitness for particular purpose may 
not be contractually waived" in a sale of a consumer ... of 
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consumer goods .... Miss. Code Ann. § 11-7-18 (Rev 2002). 
See also Miss. Code Ann. §75-2-719(4). (Rev 2002) 

Any limitation of remedies w' iich would deprive the buyer 
of a remedy to which you may be entitled for a breach of 
implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for particular 
purpose shall be prohibited.McKee versus Bower Window 
ancl Door Company, 64 So.3d 926, 940 (Miss 2011) 

Therefore, the Mississippi Supreme Court has already stated that the Miss. 

Product Liability Act and, hence the new "innocent seller" provisions don't apply to 

any warranty claims, implied or express, and would be impossible to argue that they 

applied to fraud and other claims under the Deceptive Trade Practices Act. This was 

clearly the law before the new 2014 provir;ions were enacted. 

The Holifields Are Entitled to Relief Under Mississ_i_ppJ 
Rule of Civil Procedure 5§1!) 

ln the alternative, the Holifields are entitled to relief from this Motion for 

Summary Judgment under Mississippi Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f). Rule 56(f) states: 

[s]hould it appear from the affidavits of a party 
opposing the motion that he cannot for the reasons 
stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify 
his position, the court may refuse that application 
for judgment or may order a continuance to permit 
affidavits to be obtained or depositions be taken or 
discovery to be had or may make such order as just. 

Just as in Khambmya Stanley vs Scott Petroleum, written discovery is almost 

complete and all parties are preparing to move forward to the site inspection and 

deposition stage of litigation. Hence, the J-lolifields' 56(!) motion should have been 

granted. Rule (56(!)) protects against improvident or premature grant of summary 

judgment and is to be applied liberally. In Owens v Thomae, 759 So2d 1117, 1121 

(Miss 1999), neither written request or affidavits are required, Owens, 759 So2cl 

@1121-22. 
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The Holifielcls and Appellee have all served and answered discovery, however, 

no depositions have been taken, including the 30(b)(6) depositions of the Appellee, nor 

has a site inspection taken place. The 1-!olifields expect the deposition testimony to 

produce information as to who knew the drywall in question was salvaged and who 

made the decision to sell it as new. Such depositions and site inspection are 

necessary to further assist in both product liability and OTHER CLAIMS. Such 

information is relevant and necessary in this case. 

This almost exact issue was addressed by the Supreme Court last week, and 

although not a final decision, it is certainly worth considering. The Court in reversing 

the decision of the Court of Appeals stated: 

The Circuit Court ruled that Scott Petroleum owed no duty 
without first allowing the plaintiffs to conduct sufficient 
discovery to determine if a duty had arisen. Only written 
discovery had been completed, and the plaintiffs were 
actively in the process of conducting a property inspection, 
compiling expert reports, and preparing to depose the 
defendant. Similar evidence was critical to this court's 
finding of a duty in Cheeks, and further discovery in this 
case would have brought forward more facts relevm1t to the 
determination of foreseeability and subsequently to whether 
Scott Petroleum noted duty to the plaintiffs. See Cheeks, 
154 So3d at 824. The plaintiffs request for continuance was 
reasonable and consistent with Rule 56(f)'s purpose of 
preventing a premature grant of summary judgment, and 
the trial court abused its discretion by the nine. The Ruic 
56(f) continuance should have been granted. Justice Waller 
Majority opinion in Khambraya Stanley, vs Scott Petroleum, 
2013-Ct-01238-SCT, at page 5. Decided 2/11/2016. 

Cc >NCLUSION 

For the reasons mentioned hcrcirn,bove in this brief--namely, that the seller in 

question, City Salvage, is not innocent and arguably committed fraud and violations of 

Mississippi law, and the trial court was an error in granting their Motion for Summary 

Judgment. Furthermore, the Holifields' claims under the Deceptive Trade Practices Act 
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for misrepresentation and fraud are clemly actionable and not encompassed by the 

Mississippi Product Liability Act and 1lc1 innocent seller provision as the 2014 

amendment is not applicable. Additionally, the Holifields should have been given an 

opportunity to take depositions to go behind the self-serving affidavit of City Salvage 

and determine how the products in c1uestion were mislabeled ,md when the sellers 

knew of the problems associated with Chinese drywall in question. 

Hence, this Honorable Court has no choice but to reverse the summary 

judgment granted to City Salvage and rem,md this case back to the trial court with the 

prograrn i11str11ctio11s. 
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